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a) What do a ramp and a computer have in common? (I): Introduction

In this session we would like to think of material care, on the recognition of vulnerability 
there occurring and on the modes of knowledge practices mobilized to come to grips with  
it, to tackle it, to understand it and, eventually, to intervene it… To be more specific, we 
would like to propose you to accompany us in thinking on what we have come to call  
‘matters of care for matter.’ But these matters are always of a specific kind. Hence, for the 
sake of empirical  situatedness, please allow us to pose a more grounded question we 
hope will help us in thinking with more care.

What do a ramp and a computer have in common? This opening question directs us 
to the similarities between two objects. In our attempt at giving a tentative reply throughout 
this paper, we will try to explore empirically how different sets of material care or ‘care for 
matter’ practices mobilized in dealing with wheelchair ramps and computers could also be 
considered as more general epistemic repertoires, as powerful resources for new ethical  
groundings. In other words, we would like to show that different practices around a DIY 
wheelchair ramp’s prototyping and discarded computers’ recovery and reuse might have 
something  in  common.  And  in  particular  we  would  like  to  take  them  as  working 
experimental trials or ‘tests’ of vulnerability similar to the ones occurring not only in the 
implementation,  repair  and  maintenance  of  other  diverse  matters,  objects  and 
infrastructures but also in the underpinning of ethical orders and ecologies that are being 
sustained, maintained and produced alongside. 

Our aim, then, would be experimental. In proposing these connections we seek to 
elaborate  a  tentative  narrative  about  vulnerability  as  an  event  or  condition  allowing 
attentive  practitioners  to  produce  a  particular  form  of  knowledge  through  particular 
practices of care and repair. Knowledge that could help us in being more careful, to reflect  
how to care ‘better.’ And we would like to pay attention to specific practices because the 
identification  of  brokenness  and  vulnerability  has  to  be  done  through  exploration, 
examination and action over the particular matters at hand, in the course of the continuous 
supervision guiding practical execution (Henke, 1999). As we see it, this kind of practical 
recognition reveals the neglected, denied and forgotten counterpart of common modern 
assumptions  regarding  subjects  and  objects.  On  the  one  hand,  vulnerability  needs  a 
different  theoretical  and  ethical  repertoire  to  the  liberal  conception  of  subjects  as 
autonomous and free individuals, because it rather talks to us of divisions, fragmentation, 
of problems of how to hold together, as Mol (2002) put it. On the other hand, an attention 
to  brokenness  and  response  to  decadence  mobilizes  other  theoretical  and  practical 
engagements with matter different from the ones mobilized in using the concept of ‘object,’  
as a closed-down and ready-made commodity,  a piece in the furniture of the world, at  
hand and easy to use.

In  fact,  we  believe  an  analogy  could  be  established  between  care  or  repair  & 
maintenance  practices  and  those  of  making.  As  Ingold  (2013)  states  about  the  “[…] 
rhythmic repetitions of gesture entailed in handling tools and materials […] they are set up 
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through the continual sensory attunement of the practitioner’s movements to the inherent 
rhythmicity of those components of the environment with which he or she is engaged” 
(2013: p.115). And, with Leroi-Gourhan, we could say that material  care, or repair and 
maintenance practices “is a dialogue between the maker [or repair practitioner] and the 
material employed” (quoted in Ingold, 2013: p.115). It  is in this sense that,  building on 
Maria Puig de la Bellacasa’s reflections (2011) we will propose that repair, maintenance or 
other ‘care for matter’ practices might be taken as epistemic repertoires pointing at matters 
that, despite remaining usually hidden or not easily visible are still crucial and necessary 
for the fragile continuity of our common but uneven socio-material worlds. 
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b) The ramp & the computer: An ethnographic drama in two chapters

Throughout this paper,  we would like to develop such arguments as a way to test the 
viability of our own proposal but, beforehand, let us explain a bit more about the objects of 
our empirical matters, i.e. the ramp and the computer we will be referring to from now on.

1) The first empirical stance we would like to refer to is related to the ethnographic  
participation in a small activist collective called En torno a la silla since November 2012. In 
different  undertakings  in  Barcelona  and  Madrid,  Tomás  has  performed  as  the  official 
‘documentator’  of  the  group,  paying  close  attention  to  their  attempts  at  intervening 
disability-oriented product design, through the participatory creation of low-cost and open 
technologies  from  a  ‘functional  diversity’  approach.  The  latter  term  has  been  gaining 
momentum  in  different  activist  undertakings  since  the  very  inception  of  the  Spanish 
Independent-living  Forum  in  2001.  From that  moment  on,  their  ideas  have  started  to 
spread and different small advocacy groups have started to criticise the public/private ‘care 
regimes’ associated to ‘disability’ concepts and their service provision in Spain. Throughout 
these processes, new discourses on the body have emerged, focusing on the diversity of  
the humankind and, hence, having as an object of their struggle a fight for the dignity of  
human  diversity  in  all  its  scope.  Hence,  they  focus  not  on  the  special  features  of  a 
segregated group –such as ‘people with disabilities’-, but on the loss of dignity implied in 
the discrimination because of what they term ‘functional diversity.’ This has entailed the 
proposal for the creation of different self-management strategies in service and product 
design, such as independent-living centres for the cooperative organization of ‘personal  
assistant’ work, or the articulation of different low-cost technical aids design workshops. 
But financial attention to these proposals from the part of the state or the industry has 
been scarce. What’s more the spending cuts have only made the whole situation worse for  
the regular  market:  the technical  aids’ industries have mostly  been attached to  public 
funding,  and  remain  so,  their  available  products  being  subsidized  by  the  public 
administration because of their high prices. The general lack of public funds has affected 
the availability of subsidies, hence limiting many people’s access to such technical aids,  
despite the growing emergence of several self-managed reuse strategies. In this context of 
precariousness, the frailty of the En torno a la silla project, addressing the situation of a 
very frail collective, has been mirrored by the frailty of the prototyping process of a portable 
DIY wheelchair ramp, its main object of attention in the past months. As we will explain 
later on with an example, in order to maintain the project’s hopes and aims they have had  
to acknowledge the vulnerability of its most valued object-matter, as well  as that of its 
makers, and the need to take care of all of them.

2) The second ethnographic scenery that we would like to  expose is related to 
Blanca’s research project  on informal  but  innovative  responses to  e-waste  problem in 
Spain. Considering the unsuccessful results of public policies on e-waste and the relative 
novelty  of  this  emerging  problem,  her  aim was  to  explore the  material  and epistemic 
practices  that  arise  from the  margins  of  institutionalized managerial  circuits  around e-
waste and observe how they contest,  in some manner,  the final  privileged solution of  
recycling and the mainstream consumerist conception of what a computer is or stopped 
being.  In  other  words,  how  these  informal  experiences  perform  (resisting,  avoiding, 
slowing, hacking or transforming) the usual transition between computers and e-waste. 
Specifically, Blanca has been observing a group of informal migrant waste pickers who 
look for metal pieces and components in the streets of Barcelona. Living and trading from 
a huge squatted warehouse in an impoverished neighbourhood, they pick up daily their  
metal findings, and precious objects to sell them to bigger scrap-traders. In the case of still 
‘useful’ computers  and electronic  devices,  they send them to second-hand markets in 
Africa through informal but trustworthy networks of contacts in order to have them repaired 
and sold again. The second experience observed was  Obsoletos,  a small hackers and 
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makers research project in Madrid, composed by four curious mates trained in different  
scientific and technical  disciplines. Thanks to a grant from the Ministry of  Culture they 
organized several workshops and meetings to teach how to rebuild new-old computers 
and to create other ‘hacks’ from discarded components and devices. They also publish a 
blog dedicated to the analysis of different aspects of technological obsolescence and to 
document all their creations, such as a soap bubble-maker, a hard drive speaker or a laser 
oscilloscope.  The  third  experience  was  Cyclicka,  a  self-managed  computer  repair 
workshop that operates as an informal learning hub inside a huge social centre in Madrid.  
They  are  hosted  in  this  centre  and,  as  an  exchange,  they  offer  some  help  with  
maintenance and repair services. There, old computers are delivered by donators (mostly, 
neighbours),  voluntary  people take  and  give  lessons on computing  refurbishment  and 
some of them participate on the weekly repair workshop. The repaired and refurbished 
computers can either be sold by repairers –who earn 2/3 of the money– or given for free to 
social  and  activist  local  projects.  They might  also  be given  to  schools  and  educative 
projects all over the world, thanks to a self-managed social network called Labdoo.

c) What do a ramp and a computer have in common? (II): Tests, or some 
situated experiments to experiment what counts as vulnerability

Hence, what do a ramp and a computer have in common? Possibly many things, but let’s 
say  that  it  is,  first  and  foremost,  their  vulnerabilities.  Or,  to  be  more  specific,  the 
vulnerabilities found out in the interwoven practices of redesigning, hacking or repairing 
them. However, despite that vulnerability is in many situations easy to identify –such as 
when we produce a clear breakage through use– it usually emerges out as part  of an 
ongoing process of diagnostic and practical manipulation, and it is not uncommon that its  
recognition might  be unclear,  not  fully realized at once. Hence, in order to experiment 
vulnerability and what it  might be like we need some tests.  In clear analogy with what 
Latour stated in Irreductions:

“[…] There are only trials of strength, of weakness. Or more simply, there are only 
trials. This is my point of departure: a verb, ‘to try.’ […] It is because nothing is, by 
itself, reducible or irreducible to anything else that there are only trials (of strength,  
of weakness). What is neither reducible nor irreducible has to be tested, counted, 
and measured” (Latour, 1988: p.158)

But, what is being tested and experimented in our empirical stances and how? We would 
like  to  focus  on  two  ethnographic  depictions  of  specific  situations  that  might  help  us 
answer that question.

c.1) Will the ramp work?
Barcelona. It is a cold evening in May 2013. After having circumvented the many  
challenges faced along the conception process, here we have the definitive, or so  
we think, prototype in our hands: a two-tracked 3cm-thick aluminium portable ramp  
for an electric wheelchair. Alida, Rai and I picked it up from the smith workshop a  
few days ago and, here we are, ready to test it ‘in the wild’ with Antonio, at last!!  
Tonight we have met each other so as to ‘assault’ –a word we use jokingly- an  
inaccessible pub, bar or restaurant. ‘Will the ramp work?,’ is a question that all of us  
four ask in many different ways. We are almost sure it will, because we have tested  
previous models, be it the first raw prototype made in wood and iron or a previous  
aluminium model with very similar features, but one never knows. The thing is that  
there has been a great design improvement in the past two months affecting the  
folding method: in the previous models each track had two detachable pieces so as  
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to enhance its portability, united when being used by a very rustic U-shaped tube  
helping tracks to fit into each other, and impeding detachment when being trod over  
by the wheelchair.  However,  this  method had one main  problem: the U-shaped  
tubes stood out of the bag when transporting them and were a bit too dangerous for  
safe  manipulation.  Having  gathered  around  10  draft  versions,  Alida  and  Rai,  
reached the conclusion that they had found the perfect match–or at least a good  
new improvement-. The new method allows the parts of the detachable track to turn  
together when folding, creating a slight new problem for storage and transportation,  
but making the ramp much safer and usable. We still don’t know if the ramp will  
bend too much in the middle because of the heaviness of the wheelchair. And we  
are  still  unsure  if  the  ramp  might  need  improvements  in  the  parts  serving  as  
junctures to the sidewalk and the step to be climbed, or entregas as Rai and Alida 
called them in Spanish: a very beautiful technical term referring to junctures, having  
the  joint  connotations  of  consignment,  encounter  and commitment.  We need to  
check if aluminium will be too slippery in its  entrega or encounter with clay, and 
have imagined that we might need to recycle used bike tires so as to create a  
rubber  band  system  to  enhance  the  ramp’s  grip.  We  are  anxious  and  start  
searching for possible inaccessible spaces. We need to find a step where we might  
put the ramp to work, where we might understand if it works or not and why. Then,  
we find out the Bar Mundial, which has a huge step in its entrance of around 24cm  
high. At first we are doubtful, for our ramp has been designed for 20cm steps on the  
max. Alida says: “No, it won’t work, it’s too high, it might be dangerous!” But Antonio  
is confident to give it a try and climb the step with his wheelchair. Alida gets into the  
bar and asks the owner if we could open the entrance’s door standing leaf. Once  
this is done, Rai and Alida take the ramp out of the plastic bag and Rai places the  
two tracks next to each other, checking the height. “It’s too tall,” he warns Antonio,  
but he wants to give it a go. Rai places in the rear of the wheelchair so as to hold  
Antonio’s chair while he carefully moves his joystick. And then, all of a sudden we  
made it! Antonio is up and safe, the ramp has resisted unaffected. It is working!  
Happy as we are we are immediately received by the owner, trying to hide his guilt  
of not complying to the accessibility norms with over-infatuated friendly manners.  
After eating and drinking something we leave. It works again. Rai folds the ramp’s  
tracks, and stores them again. It  has been a very happy day, but there are still  
many questions and tiny aspects to be solved. The future is uncertain. Many more  
tests need to be undertaken and some small design aspects need to be solved so  
as  to  be  able  to  launch  our  crowdfunding  campaign  next  autumn.  But  we  are  
surprised by the extraordinary power of the situation created by our assault.  We  
never  thought  about  it.  In  the  following  days  we laugh many  times at  the  odd  
owner’s face when he saw Antonio entering the bar, as well as many bystanders’  
gestures of surprise. “Probably it is the first time they have seen someone using a  
wheelchair so close in their lives,” said Alida one of those times. And given the  
strange staff look no doubt it was the first time a wheelchair user had been able to  
access the bar, at least in a long time… We posted the action in our blog several  
days  later,  not  without  irony:  “The  Bar  Mundial,  which  existed  peacefully  
inaccessible from 1925,  all  of  a sudden became accessible,  but  no ramp could  
make accessible its prices!”1

c.2) Does this or that computer still work?
The first specific example that I would like to share with you concerns how waste-
pickers in Barcelona face material vulnerability and weigh the value of their findings:  
it requires them both to recognize different kinds of materials –especially metals–  

1 http://entornoalasilla.wordpress.com/2013/05/18/poniendo-en-uso-la-rampa-mayo-2013/ 
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and  to  know  if  the  electronic  devices  found  are  still  functional  or  not.  These  
variables  will  help  them to  mark  the  right  price  in  negotiating  with  others.  The  
magnet is a key tool for doing so: if the piece attracts something, it’s ferrous! If not,  
you just need to scratch a bit to distinguish brass from aluminium. In case it’s brass,  
the colour of the scratch must be yellowish and it is usually better paid than iron or  
aluminium. But the best paid is copper, known by its reddish colour. Marcel, the  
closer informant who teaches me the trade, and I walk. He explains to me that it’s  
also very important to know how to open what you’ve found: “You never know what  
you can find inside”. In the case of a lamp that turned out to be hiding a very big  
piece of copper inside, he suspected it because of the sound and the weight of the  
component when manipulating it. I had asked him before if it might not be better to  
sell  it as a whole, that is, as a lamp. But he shook his head saying it  wouldn’t:  
“because it doesn’t ‘look’ like an antique”. If it were an antique, it would have some  
value, but it isn’t. In the case of computers, he seems to know much better what to  
do with them: one of the CPU’s found was completely taken apart. The owner had  
told him that it was very old when he found it and this was evident because of the  
external  ‘aspect.’  The  most  precious  piece  for  him  is  usually  the  motor,  the  
electricity supplier, because there is more copper inside; then the hard disk, either  
because of its aluminium or because some people buy them separately; and also  
some small copper pieces that are welded to the motherboard. If the computers or  
electronic devices are still functional and don’t look too old, he sells them to the  
Moroccan neighbour traders. The method to discern this is a pretty simple one: he  
plugs them. If they turn on, they are ok. If not, they aren’t. Supposedly, he only sells  
working devices to Moroccan traders but they do not always check them. Now, with  
the excuse of temporary electricity  cuts and troubles in the warehouse were he  
works  and lives,  he tries to  sneak them as much as he can.  Nevertheless,  he  
sustains that everything should be repairable in Africa, quite unlike what happens in  
Europe. 

But let’s go back to Europe and, more specifically, to Madrid. There, the guys  
from Obsoletos told me the story of when they found a computer in the bin: the only  
thing that was wrong with it was the graphic card. Probably, the owners thought that  
since they couldn’t see anything it had stopped working. They just changed it by a  
reused one that was extracted from other obsolete computer and the original one  
was put to work again. “In any case, if you rescue two obsolete computers, you  
have 98% of possibilities of getting a working one. If you have 3 computers and it  
still  doesn't work, you are a jinx”.  In an analogy with scientific trials or industrial  
strength  tests  on  materials,  the  isolation  of  different  variables,  elements  or  
scenarios, in such humble ‘trial & error’ gestures, until the exact problem or the right  
solution is found, become crucial... For instance, when one day participating in a  
Cyclicka workshop I thought we could throw away a damaged hard disk from a  
broken computer, Javier, the Cyclicka founder, explains me that we could still use it  
as an external data hard disk. The same with a damaged CD player, whose motor  
could  still  be  useful  for  making  or  hacking  new  devices.  Or  with  several  old  
fashioned  keyboards,  whose  printed  circuits  could  still  be  used  for  videogame  
consoles.  But  also  depending  on  the  foreseen  usage  of  the  computers,  the  
“strength” trials need to modify their value and criteria: I noticed that after repairing  
the aforementioned computer, that of the damaged hard disk, people from Cyclicka 
put a stick on it with the name of the collective to whom it was being donated. When  
they came to pick it up that very same day, the repairer asked them straight as an  
arrow: “What exactly are you going to using it for?” “Editing texts and designing  
some flyers,” they said. “Then, it’s ok”. 
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What we have in both cases are practices that could well be read as experiments of a 
kind.  Following  that  lead,  Isabelle  Stengers’  (2010)  arguments  on  the  importance  of 
experiments might be of great interest to apply here. She talks of experiments as devices 
whereby we grant different agencies and situations, such as non-humans, the power to 
make  us  speak  otherwise.  That  is,  as  ‘causes  for  thinking.’  The  conditions  of 
experimentation involve active and attentive testing, paying attention to what the situation 
being experimented can derive into.  In the aforementioned empirical  stances what  we 
have are different tests whereby concrete and situated forms of vulnerability appear, are 
valued and taken into account. And the vulnerabilities that appear as relevant in such an 
experimental context are not of subjects or objects, but rather of ecologies of practices 
mobilizing  different  epistemic  repertoires,  of  particular  divisions  of  labour  whereby 
responsibilities and who we are and what we can be are at stake. In a way, such tests  
reveal ‘who,’ ‘in what way,’ ‘under what conditions’ and ‘exposed to what risks’ takes into 
account the fragility and vulnerability of our everyday material infrastructures and ‘answers’ 
it with material care.

In the case of the wheelchair ramp situation, the use test sought to understand the 
adequacy of its design, in order to identify its flaws and problems. But such a test was 
important because it served as part of a process of small and precarious experiments of 
different kinds to elucidate its potential as a future low-cost product and not an eternal  
beta-product, since the ramp has to be useful to meet the needs of a very vulnerable  
target collective, living in conditions of semi-poverty: for instance, the easy availability of 
cheap-yet-resistant materials used, the search for an easy-to-build solution, the clarity of  
the  information  provided  to  others  to  start  their  own  DIY  process  through  drawings, 
tutorials, and an open access and easily available documentation of the design process 
are  under  permanent  test,  having  become  sources  of  anxiety  and  of  exploration 
throughout  the project.  But  it  is  not  only  the design as such that was being tested in 
‘assaults’ like the one performed in the Bar Mundial.  What is being tested is also the 
capability to affect the places the ramp is helping to intervene, because this prototype is 
not only thought of as a ready-made piece of urban furniture so as to allow wheelchair 
access. Given the activist aspirations of the collective building it, the ramp needs also to 
be part of what we might call  the ‘material culture of protest,’ a symbol of ad hoc and 
visible  interventions,  seeking to  make access issues a matter  of  public  concern.  And, 
finally, what is also being tested is the very vulnerability, precariousness and fragility of the  
collective building it: indeed, their personal and collective aspirations and hopes are being 
tested every time; but also the necessary professional  and user collective alliances to 
make the project a bit more stable, and their strength to work with a no-budget horizon in a 
project in which they are learning a lot, but which takes a lot of time. Yes, it might become 
part of the way in which they might make a living in the future, but none of this might  
happen if the low-cost ramp does not become a market product, allowing them to earn 
some money to either continue freeing objects or acting as paid technical aid ‘hackers.’ All  
of these bundled vulnerabilities might only be recognised and worked out in tests such as 
the one depicted before, needing of subsequent collective situations to articulate in words 
what there happened (such as the conversations when preparing blog posts).

In  the  case  of  the  three  different  situations  involving  potentially  discarded 
computers,  we  might  identify  different  kinds  of  tests,  making  available  different 
considerations on the material vulnerabilities and hopes there appearing. First, for waste-
pickers it is important to be able to distinguish between the different materials –mainly 
different types of metals and special objects, such as CPUs– found out in the street, where 
what  is  being tested is  their  ability  to  value  them appropriately:  these tests  and their  
precarious methods speak of the economic urge and vulnerability of waste-pickers, usually 
illegal migrants, to take advantage of dumped objects in order to make a living through 
irregular ways and informal circuits; but also, it also speaks of the much more precarious 
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situation in which the original computer users’ tests have put to different objects, unable to 
see what waste-pickers see in what they throw, where what was thought to be a waste 
stops being so, because it still has value and might be reused as raw matter for industry. 
But it might also be looked as a vulnerability of the very devices thrown away, pointing at  
how current  industrial  manufacturing processes of  computers  as commodities  produce 
weakness by design and planned obsolescence in increasingly speedy cycles of goods’ 
consumption, to the advantage and increasing profit of some companies. However, these 
tests also show other forms of precariousness: waste pickers’ situation prevents them from 
seeing other potential circuits to continue giving life to what they find, since they make a 
living mostly of trying to the meet the actual demands of the scrap market’s better-paid 
metals in weight bought by foundries. In this vein, we might also identify a second set of 
tests in what some waste-pickers and people from  Obsoletos  and  Cyclicka  did. These 
were concerned with the ability to assess the functionality of computers, be they taken as 
whole devices or as components. Be it in the precarious tests of waste-pickers, merely 
plugging  the  device  to  see  if  they  work,  or  in  more  attentive  trial-and-error  methods 
opening up the recovered computer,  it  couldn’t  be considered as a closed piece or a 
ready-to-consume object with a unique function anymore. Instead, through these tests, if  
successful, it appeared as a ‘system’ composed of a myriad of components, co-functioning 
at  the  same time.  And  it  this  recognition  of  its  openness  and  modularity  resides  the 
possibility of reuse repair or hacks. Nevertheless, it is not only a computer’s materiality or  
functionality that is being tested. In the end, what all these experiments put to test is the 
governmental category of ‘e-waste,’ together with the legitimate distribution of tasks and 
property regimes it entails, marking clear distinctions on what counts as legal paid labour 
and where this labour ought to take place in. In other words, what is being test here are, in 
a broad sense,  the ethical,  political  and epistemic normative orders that rule who and 
under  which  conditions,  has  the  capacity  or  obligation  to  test  and  maintain  our  daily 
infrastructures: Whose work matters, and whose doesn’t? 

d) Matters of care for matter: Taking care of vulnerable things

Building  from  this,  we  believe  that  the  things  being  tested  and  the  way  in  which 
vulnerability is being experimented in our empirical examples could very well point out to a 
more careful form of knowledge production. Let’s call it ‘care for matter,’ or more simply 
care in the broad sense given to  it  by Joan Tronto as  “[…]  everything that  we do to 
maintain,  continue and repair ‘our world’ so that we can live in it  as well  as possible”  
(Tronto,  1993: p.103).  However,  care for Maria  Puig de la Bellacasa care would imply 
something more: “[…] counting in participants and issues who have not managed or are 
not likely to succeed in articulating their concerns, or whose modes of articulation indicate 
a  politics  that  is  ‘imperceptible’  within  prevalent  ways  of  understanding”  (Puig  de  la 
Bellacasa, 2011: p. 95).

To take these statements seriously would certainly mean to  pay attention to the 
things being put to test through practices of material care as the ones seen before. It is not  
of care of isolated entities –be they subjects or objects- that they talk us about. Instead, 
they make visible to us the ecology of practices (Stengers, 2010) necessary to take care of 
vulnerable  things,  that  is  the  practical  epistemic  repertoires  needed  to  tackle  the 
processual  weaknesses  and  strengths  of  our  sociomaterial  worlds.  However,  care 
practices have a somewhat complex relation to visibility. Despite being easily identifiable in 
such temporary and spark-like moments of active repair, they remain mostly unseen. And 
here lies the most important difficulty in making such care practices a matter of public 
concern: whilst the absence of care puts us in danger, if care is practiced the dangers, 
vulnerabilities or fragilities it takes into account are relegated to the back-stage. Hence, 
how could we make such knowledge repertoires available? How to acknowledge and put 
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them in circulation so as to redistribute them in fairer ways? How could we take care of 
‘care for matter’ practices so as to, eventually, care better? Referring to the care for free 
software  given  the  monopolistic  challenges  of  cloud-space  concentration,  Chris  Kelty 
(2013)  has  recently  stated:  “All  design,  all  administration,  all  maintenance  is  politics.” 
Indeed, practices of material care bring to the fore particular knowledge repertoires we 
believe are of great importance for political concerns. Most importantly they provide us 
with tests on the vulnerability of matter. But also with tests on who, how or under which 
circumstances  and  risks  responds  to  the  obligations  of  a  life  in  common  with  such 
vulnerable matters that constitute our very infrastructures. This would even be truer if we 
acknowledged that such infrastructures are us! That is the reason why, in this session, we 
would like to focus empirically on different sets of knowledge practices related to ‘care for 
matter’ matters, bearing in mind how these could help us to take care of ourselves and our  
things in better ways.

That  is  the  reason  why,  in  this  session,  we  would  like  to  focus  empirically  on 
different sets of knowledge practices related to ‘care for matter’ matters, bearing in mind 
how these could help us to take care of ourselves and our things in better ways, as crucial, 
though largely invisible processes of tinkering (Mol, Moser & Pols, 2010). As crucial careful 
practices for the ongoing performation of our sociomaterial orders (Graham & Thrift, 2007): 
practices of mending & repair, interventions on technologically dense environments, ways 
of dealing with broken or worn-out infrastructures, etc. But experimental tests as the ones  
commented beforehand  don’t  just  put  these orders  to  test.  In  the  very  same vein as 
Garfinkel’s (1967) ‘breaching experiments,’ breakages in the performation of order, might 
produce the need for subsequent reparatory acts, but the opening they entail might also 
evoke other forms of normativity, new ways of being and doing. In sum, how do we know 
something needs to be taken care of and how? How could world-making be transformed if 
we thought of those activities of acknowledging and dealing with things’ brokenness and 
disposal? What sort of caring and ethical orders are thus produced? We believe that taking 
into account the variegated knowledge practices of ‘care for matter’ would be of great  
interest as an ethical guide in our world-making endeavours, in our ways of caring for 
vulnerable worlds. 
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